Asian Cuisines Take the World by Storm

Topic: Asian Cuisines are gaining popularity all over the world. Write a feature article for your school magazine introducing them.

Asian Cuisines Take the World by Storm
Asian cuisines are gaining popularity and acceptance of all races in the world. Western diners love Chinese cuisines, like chicken recipes, Japanese Sushi, Thai’s Dong-Yin Gong and Vietnamese sautéed beef vermicelli salad. They are not only popular in the country where they were invented, they are well-received in Western countries too.

What makes Asian Cuisines Popular?
Why are Asian Cuisines popular? The answer must be due to different choices of Asian food. Asian cuisines have many different flavours, spicy, salty, bitter and sweet. People always said that Asian Cuisines are great in smell, look and taste too. Another reason is they change in consumer tastes, which have resulted in a greater demand for new and interesting flavours. They are also getting more exposure in mainstream media due to shows on channels like the Food Network and the Travel Channel.

My Favorable Asian Cuisine
I like Asian Cuisines. My favorable Asian Cuisine is Japanese cuisines. Japanese cuisines do not have sushi only, there is Ramen. I love eating Ramen because there are different choices to choose.

Food is Surely an Important Part of a Country’s Culture
Each culture has its own significant dishes, form English fish and chips to Indian curries and Italian pastas. While most people in the western world today have quite rich and varied tastes, and have had the privilege of sampling signature dishes from all over the world, there are still some differences in the diets of different cultures, so the cuisines can represent a country’s culture.